
MEDICATION
CARTS
Meet the requirements of your 
hospital medication distribution 
system with Harloff medication 
carts. Our goal is to help you 
manage complex clinical med-
ication management issues by 
offering a full line of med carts 
to improve patient safety and 
reduce costs.

One size does not fit all —  
Harloff offers a wide selection in 
medication carts for a variety of 
medication dispensing systems 
and budgets. Carts feature  
secure locking systems, sepa-
rately locking narcotic boxes, 
and specialized dividers  
inside the  
drawers.

Engineered and 
Manufactured in the U.S. VLT24BIN5

MODERN, AFFORDABLE AND SECURE 
MEDICATION STORAGE 

Harloff medication carts are manufactured to provide hospital pharmacies with 
highly secure medication administration in a healthcare environment. Our carts 

are manufactured with durable, high capacity drawers which improve medication 
management and ensure patient safety while also reducing costs.
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PUNCH CARD CARTS
SL600PC SL602PC 

AL600PC AL602PC 
All the same great features of the 
SL600PC but with a lightweight all- 
aluminum construction that makes the 
cart 50 pounds lighter. This cart can 
accommodate all types of medication 
packaging and offers a complete line of 
accessories for your storage needs.

All the same great features of the 
SL602PC but with a lightweight all- 
aluminum construction that makes the 
cart 50 pounds lighter. The 600PC and 
the 602PC are primarily differentiated 
by the width of the primary column and 
the right narcotics drawer column.

This dual column punch card cart has 
a BEST® lock on the cabinet, a single 
width narcotics drawer with an Illinois 
lock and holds a capacity of 600 cards. 
The standard package includes a pull-out 
shelf, adjustable punch card row dividers, 
a plastic replaceable top with integrated 
push handles and premium 5” casters.

This punch card cart has the same 
capacity as the SL600PC but features 
a larger double-width narcotics drawer 
in the right column. Features include 
full extension drawer slides, protective 
corner bumpers, an easy to sterilize 
heat sealed powder coat finish and our 
12-year manufacturer’s warranty.

SL600PC-EKC

All the same great features  
of the SL600PC but secured with an 
electronic keypad lock that allows 
access rights for up to 250 users.

SL550PC
This single column 550 capacity punch 
card medication cart is ideal for those 
who want punch card storage but don’t 
require large narcotics storage. A smaller 
single width narcotics box that uses an  
Illinois lock with four keys is included. 
The primary cart body is locked with a 
BEST® brand lock, also with four keys.

available in Sand color
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PUNCH CARD CARTS

VLT360EPC AL460PCSL480PC
This thinner version of the SL600PC 
features a 480 punch card capacity 
secured with a BEST® lock, a pull-out 
shelf, adjustable row dividers and a 
single wide narcotics drawer locked by 
an Illinois lock. The top is replaceable 
and features integrated push handles.

VLT240PC
This value 480 capacity punch card  
cart is made of steel and is secured  
with a key lock. It includes a top rail/
push handle, a pull-out shelf, adjustable 
punch card row dividers and an in- 
drawer locking narcotics box. 

VLT360PC
This value 360 capacity punch card 
cart is secured with a key lock and 
includes a top rail/push handle, a 
pull-out shelf, adjustable punch card 
row dividers and an in-drawer locking 
narcotics box. Constructed from heat 
sealed powder coat steel, it includes 
full extension drawer slides, protec-
tive corner bumpers and premium 5” 
Tente® casters. 

VLT480PC

available in Sand color available in Sand color

This value 240 capacity punch card 
steel cart is secured with a key lock.  
It includes a top rail/push handle,  
a pull-out shelf, adjust- 
able punch card row  
dividers and an in- 
drawer locking  
narcotics box. 

This aluminum cart holds 460 punch 
cards split between its two columns, 
and is secured by a BEST® lock on 
the cabinet and an Illinois lock on the 
in-drawer narcotics box. Also included 
is a pull-out shelf, punch card row 
dividers and premium casters.

For those looking for added secu-
rity, this model locks its 360 punch 
card capacity of medications with an 
electronic pushbutton lock that stores 
up to twenty user codes that can be 
programmed in the field.
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MED-BIN CARTS
VLT24BIN5 SL28BIN5

SL54BIN3 SL54BIN3-EKC
This dual column med-bin cart has 
a BEST® lock on the cabinet plus a 
single width narcotics drawer, similar to 
the SL600PC cart but with a 54 count 
of 3.5” med-bins (dividers and labels 
included) as well as a 3” multipurpose 
top drawer and pull-out shelf.

All the same great features of the 
SL54BIN3 but secured with an electronic 
keypad lock that allows access rights for 
up to 250 users. Drawers automatically 
re-lock after access as you may add, 
edit, or delete users and user groups with 
a lock that has an low battery indicator.

This value med-bin cart features a 24 
count of 5” med-bins (dividers and labels 
included) plus a 3” multipurpose top stor-
age drawer and a 9” lower drawer with 
a locking narcotics box and divider. This 
steel key locking cart also comes with a 
top rail/push handle and a pull-out shelf. 

This dual column med-bin cart has 
a BEST® lock on the cabinet plus a 
single width narcotics drawer, similar to 
the SL600PC cart but with a 28 count 
of 5” med-bins (dividers and labels 
included) as well as a 3” multipurpose 
top drawer and a 9” lower drawer.

SL36BIN5
This dual column med-bin cart features 
a 36 count of 5” med-bins (dividers and 
labels included) as well as a 3” multipur-
pose top drawer, plus these features: 
a single width narcotics drawer, full 
extension drawer slides, 5” ball-bearing 
premium rubber casters, one pull-out 
shelf, protective bumpers, a heat sealed 
powder coat steel finish and Harloff’s 12-
year manufacturer’s warranty.

VLT12BIN5
This value med-bin cart features a 12 
count of 5” med-bins (dividers and labels 
included) plus a 3” multipurpose top 
storage drawer and two 9” lower drawers, 
one with a locking narcotics box. This 
steel key locking cart also comes with a 
top rail/push handle and a pull-out shelf. 
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OTHER MEDICATION CARTS

AL36CS-3 SL294BOX
This medication cart features 36 count 
of 3” wide patient bin drawers in three 
aluminum cassettes (dividers and labels 
included) plus two 4” multipurpose stor-
age drawers. Cassettes are located in 
pull-out drawers for ergonomic removal.

This medication cart has a capacity for 
100 DISPILL® cards plus two multipur-
pose top storage drawers. An internal 
locking narcotics box designed to hold 
DISPILL® cards is included. This steel 
key locking cart also comes with a pull-
out shelf and a replaceable plastic top.

AL24CS-5
This medication cart features 24 count 
of 5” wide patient bin drawers in three 
aluminum cassettes (dividers and labels 
included) plus two 4” multipurpose stor-
age drawers. Cassettes are located in 
pull-out drawers for ergonomic removal.

SL100DSPN
This value medication cart has a capacity 
of 150 Medicine On Time® cards plus a 
3” multipurpose top storage drawer. An 
internal locking narcotics box made for 
M.O.T. packaging is included. This steel 
key locking cart also comes with a top 
rail/push handle and a pull-out shelf. 

VLT150MOT

This medication cart has a capacity for 
294 Unit-Dose medication boxes plus 
a single width narcotics drawer, similar 
to the SL600PC cart. This steel key 
locking cart also comes with a pull-out 
shelf, a replaceable plastic top, full 
extension drawer slides and protective 
corner bumpers.

DISPILL®

MEDICINE ON TIME®

CASSETTES

UNIT-DOSE BOXES



MEDICATION CART ACCESSORIES
 
Item # Description

680545 Multi-Dose Drawer Divider Set, used in SL72MD. Holds 12 Bins

680540 Multi-Dose Drawer Divider Set, used in MD30-4K, MD50-6K and in  
 3″ drawers that are 23″ wide. Holds 10 Bins

680510E Value Line Unit Dose Insert Divider Pack For One Drawer, used in  
 3″ drawers that are 23″ wide.

680574 2″ Divider Set (No Tray) For 27.5″/ 4W AL / SL Drawer.  
 Eight Front-to-Back, Five Left-to-Right

680572 Adjustable Dividers (no tray) for E/V-Series and Classic Line carts.  
 Five front-to-back, five left-to-right

680571 Adjustable Dividers (no tray) for Narrow WL/WV Medication carts.  
 Four Front-to-Back, Four Left-to-Right

AL2394 Aluminum Storage Bin, No Divider

AL2380 Dual Compartment Punch Card Drawer Organizer, Removable.  
 Fits Two Per Row Front to Back In AL/SL/VLT Medication Cart Drawers

640346 Exchange Basket For Punch Cards – Fits VLT, SL and Optimal Carts

640616 Patient Card Divider, Pack Of 25

LEDLIGHT Flashlight, LED Flex Neck with Magnetic Clip Mount. Uses 2 AA batteries

680327 Ergotron® Arm with Monitor Laptop Shelf. Includes Mounting Bracket.  
 Fully Articulating. Cart Will be Drilled for Accessory If Ordered with Cart.

WV-680325 Laptop Shelf for WL480PC, WL294BOX – Aluminum, Adjustable Height,  
 Full Swivel. Color Choice Is Hammer Black Unless Purchase Order  
 Indicates Another Color Choice. Attaches to Rear of Cart.

AL2360 2 Section Cup/Straw Holder, with lid. Dims: 5.5″ H x 19.5″ W x 5″ D

AL2359 3 Section Cup/Straw Holder, no lid. Dims: 5.5″ H x 19.5″ W x 5″ D

AL680435 Waste Container (without cover), Aluminum, Includes Mounting Bracket

AL680436 Waste Container With Cover, Aluminum, Includes Mounting Bracket

WV-680435 Wood Vinyl Coated Aluminum Waste Container without lid  
 (Please note: WV carts are not pre-drilled for accessories)

WV-2359 Wood Look Vinyl Coated Aluminum Cup & Straw Holder, Three Sections, 
 Without Lid. (Please note: WV carts are not pre-drilled for accessories)

WV-2362 Wood Look Vinyl Coated Aluminum Single Glove Box Holder.  
 Dims: 11.5″ W x 5.5″ H x 4.25″ D 

NOTE: Additional general-use accessories such as glove box holders, laptop shelves, 
waste containers, Sharps containers and more are also available for your med cart.
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ADDITIONAL MODELS

Item # Description
 

Punch Card Carts

AL460PC    Aluminum 2-column 480 
card capacity with narcotics box.  
Available with multiple locking options 
and a specialty package.

SL555PC  Steel 1-column for 550 cards

SL605PC    Steel 2-column for 600  
cards. Available w/multiple lock options.

SL607PC-EKC    Steel 2-column for  
600 cards w/electronic locking keypad

AL8W10K4PC    Wide aluminum  
Universal Line with narcotics box.  
Available with multiple lock options

VLT245PC    Value line for 240 cards

VLT360EPC    Value line for 360 cards 
w/narcotics box, specialty pkg available

VLT365PC    Value line for 360 cards

VLT485PC    Value line for 480 cards
 

Med-Bin Carts

SL42BIN3    Steel with 42 3.5” bins.  
Available with multiple locking options 
and a specialty package 

VLT18BIN3    Value Line with 18 3.5”  
bins. Available with multiple locking 
options and a specialty package 

VLT20BIN5    Value Line with 20 5” bins.  
Available with multiple locking options 
and a specialty package 

VLT30BIN3    Value Line with 30 3.5”  
bins. Available with multiple locking 
options and a specialty package 

VLT36BIN3    Value Line with 36 3.5”  
bins. Available with multiple locking 
options and a specialty package 

VLT42BIN3    Value Line with 42 3.5”  
bins. Available w/multiple lock options

MEDICATION CART ORDER SHEET



Item # Description
 

Dispill® & Medicine-On-Time® Carts

SL270MOT    Steel 270 MOT card  
capacity, available with specialty pkg

AL8W10K4DSP    Wide aluminum  
Universal Line Dispill with specialty pkg. 
Available with multiple lock options

AL8W10K4MOT    Wide aluminum  
Universal Line MOT with narcotics box
 

Unit-Dose Carts

AL210BOX    Aluminum 1-column 210  
box capacity. Specialty pkg available.

AL294BOX    Aluminum 1-column 294  
box capacity. Specialty pkg available.

SL300BOX    Steel 2-column 300 box  
capacity. Specialty pkg available.

SL420BOX    Steel 2-column 420 box  
capacity. Specialty pkg available.

VLT216BOX    Value line 216 box  
capacity. Available with multiple locking 
options and a specialty package.

WV294BOX    AL294BOX in wood vinyl
 

Multi-Dose Carts

AL48MDBIN    Aluminum 1-column 48 
Multi-Dose capacity with narcotics box. 

AL64MDBIN    Aluminum 1-column 64 
Multi Dose capacity with narcotics box.

SL72MD    Steel 2-column 72 
Multi-Dose capacity with narcotics box.  
Available w/multiple lock options
 

Cassette Carts

AL16CS-5    16 count of 5” wide patient  
bin drawers. Multiple locks available.
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ADDITIONAL MODELS WOOD VINYL MEDICATION CARTS

This 540 punch card cart, shown in an 
American Natural finish is designed for 
long term care facilities or other set-
tings where a homelike feel is desired. 
This puts patients at ease and helps 
to promote culture change initiatives 
toward person-centered home care.

WV540PC-AN
This wood blend medication cart holds 
up to 240 punch cards and is designed 
to support culture change initiatives 
in long term care. Constructed from 
lightweight aluminum with a wood vinyl 
coating, this four drawer cart has a 
removable top with a granite look.

WV240PC-CM

WV360PC-CM
Constructed from lightweight, wood 
vinyl coated aluminum, this model re-
sembles a dresser more than a medical 
cart and can store a maximum of 360 
punch cards. It comes with a removable 
granite look top for extra work space.

WV600PC-CM
This punch card variant is made of light 
vinyl coated aluminum and comes with 
a “marbled” top. It is designed to look 
like furniture and comes with a skirt that 
hides its rubber casters. It has a 600 
punch card capacity and locking narc 
drawer similar to the AL600PC.
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STANDARD KEY LOCKS   Identified by “K”

Features & Benefits
• Key locking system comes with four keys per lock
• BEST® brand locks are typically used on cart cabinets;  
 Illinois locks are typically used with in-drawer narc boxes
• Multiple key codes allow departments to be keyed  
 differently or alike

KEYLESS ELECTRONIC  
PUSHBUTTON LOCK

Features & Benefits
• Key Lock Override  • Cabinet may be programmed in the field
• Membrane keypad with pass/fail and low battery light indicators
• Up to 75,000 cycles before power depletion with standard batteries
• Batteries are changed externally using a tamper-proof screw
• 20 factory set codes per lock, 19 users and 1 supervisor  • Made in the USA

Identified by “E”

Identified by “EKC” 
(lock style will vary depending on  

model purchased)

ELECTRONIC LOCK WITH KEYPAD
Compatible with LockView® 5 software (LKVIEW-CAB)

Features and Benefits
• Key Lock Override • May add, edit, or delete user and user groups  
• Made in the USA  • Access rights may be assigned for up to 250 users per cart
• Membrane keypad with pass/fail and low battery light indicators
• Drawers automatically re-lock after access (pre-set or programmed time)
• Operated with six D-cell batteries; 1 year minimum life at 25-50 uses per day

CART LOCKING OPTIONS Harloff understands the importance of safely securing medical 
supplies in a public, hospital environment, and offers a variety of 

high-quality standard locks, closure options,  
and key lock overrides. We can also use  
custom mechanisms for special  
security needs upon request.

* Find the latest lock updates online at 
https://www.harloff.com/locking-options/

ADVANCED LOCKING OPTIONS: For even greater security, add an electronic lock with wifi capability. Wireless locks 
can program up to 3,000 user codes, audit the last 15,000 access attempts, allows alarms and reports via email, text, fax or voice 
and are capable of operating two separate latches or drawers. These locks (and the EKC lock) are available with proximity readers 
enabling you to use existing credentials and to easily add new users with existing HID compatible badges (Prox and iClass).
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10 REASONS TO CHOOSE HARLOFF MEDICATION CARTS

Wood Vinyl Finish Options
For facilities that support Culture Change 
initiatives, Wood Vinyl carts have the same 
security and function but look like furniture creating a 
home-like feel to help put your residents at ease.

TENTE, World Leader in Casters
Tente is renowned for having  
the Highest Quality Casters.  
These casters provide the  
best longevity and durability.

Radius Corners and Flat Sides 
Smooth surfaces assist Infection  
Control compliance by providing  
an easy surface to clean and  
sanitize. Difficult to clean corner  
channels are not used on Harloff carts. 

Heat Sealed Powder Coat  
Painted Inside and Out
We use a multi-step process that provides a  
hard, scratch resistant surface for extreme durability.  
Harloff’s Non Porous Surface is easy to sanitize  
and enhances infection control protocols.

9

8

Industry Best 12 Year Warranty 
Our Industry Best 12 Year Manufacturer’s 
Warranty gives you peace of mind. We build 
our carts to last and we stand behind our work.

1

7

Proudly Made in the USA
Harloff products are proudly  

Designed, Engineered and  
Manufactured in the United States at 
our Colorado Springs, CO facility.

2A Narcotics Box  
in Every Med Cart
Each Harloff medication  
cart comes equipped with in-drawer 
locking narc boxes providing  
double lock security for Schedule  
I and II controlled substances.

6

Drawer Customizations/
Options
“One Size Does Not Fit All!” Harloff will 
design and build your cart to meet your needs  
with No Additional Charges for changes to  
drawer configuration or accessory location. 

5

The Largest Selection
Harloff has the most complete 
line of medication storage items 
available today including long 
term care carts and in-room 
cabinets for medication storage.

4

10Color Options
With a selection of over 20 
Colors to choose from, you can 
always get just the color you need. You 
can even mix and match the cart body 
and drawers with two separate colors.

3


